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Tell me master
What can I do?
I want to prove my worth to you
I'll quest for fire
Defeat the flame
In the end power I will claim
And in the end
I will be
The hero that I've always seen
For on this quest
I'll become strong
So hear my feats in this song... 

Endless maze
That I've gone through
Doors at every side
The road is long
And sometimes tough
But I'm my only guide
Now I have
One piece of three
The journey's just begun
But there are two
I haven't claimed
The quest's not nearly done

There's an oracle on a mountain top who claims to
know the way
Make my way up to the tallest peak to hear what he will
say
A cloth, a drink, and something else for my quest to be
complete
I got all of these artifacts and I found the second piece
The third was in a lonely place with a punished man
My persuasion was enough for him and he placed it in
my hand

Face to face with death at last
I've got to end this, end it fast
I close my eyes, hope in my heart
Please let it be over, I need a new start
I've put out the fire, it's finally done
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The enemy's gone, I've finally won... 

Master I return
From this quest
I've fought so much, I've passed the test
The fire is gone
I've seen to it
Another torch will not be lit
Hold on my son
I speak to you
Your mind was brave, your heart was true
My protegÃ©
Don't be surprised
I tell you now you are worthy in my eyes...
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